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Spinning Things: The Science of BeyBlades  
 

There are at least 5 universal spinning motions affecting a human being 
standing still on Earth. The act of spinning provides the basis for modern day 
navigational systems from nuclear submarines to the Hubble Telescope. 
Spinning helps create the glue that holds galactic bodies in place. 

BEYBLADE: a trademark name for a toy that one 16 year old termed “the next 

evolution of spinning top technology.” The common science names for them 
include gyroscopes and gravitrons. A gravitron is an enclosed gyroscope. The 
BEYBLADE has a launcher that engages its spinning. During the Toys In 

Space II demonstration from the International Space Station; NASA Mission 
Specialist, Don McMonagle, stated that the navigational system of the Space 
Shuttle is based on a principal inherent in the blades. The principal is the 
“conservation of angular momentum.”  
 

Conservation of Angular Momentum 
Angular Momentum - This is a property of spinning motion that must be conserved. Angular momentum is the product of 
an object’s mass, the radius of its circular path, and its velocity. The angular momentum of a spinning object is equal to its 
moment of inertia times its angular velocity.  Conservation of Momentum – The conservation of momentum is equivalent 
to Newton’s third law of motion: for two objects subject only to their mutual interactions, the sum of the momenta of the 
objects remains constant in time [Definitions from NASA Liftoff to Learning: Toys In Space II / Educational Product] 
 

 

 

The ToyMaker 3000 Exhibit at 

The Museum of Science & Industry in Chicago, IL. 

uses the assembly of blades (spinning tops) by 

robots to demonstrate automation. They produce 

300 tops per hour.  

http://msichicago.org/whats-
here/exhibits/toymaker/ 
 

 

 

Two Richardson High School Juniors described these scientific principals involved in BeyBladeing: 
 

Newton’s Laws of Motion Centripetal force Kinetic & Potential Energy 

Loss of Energy as Heat Transfer of Energy Energy Consumption 
 

======================================================================================================================= 

Texasbeybladeleague.com 
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS 

Contact: Jacqueline A. Long, UTD NSBE Advisor / (214) 995- 4277 cell [leave message] / jackiebeyblades@gmail.com 

Vanessa Webb, UTD NSBE Co-Advisor / (214) 586-6975 / webbvanessa94@gmail.com 

 

EXPLORE ENGINEERING DAY EVENT: (EE Day) 

The Texas Beyblade League is an outreach initiative of the UT Dallas Chapter of the National Society of Black 
Engineers. The purpose is to provide a place for students to develop and apply their knowledge of science, technology, 
engineering and math through the playing of Beyblades. Each year activities are conducted at The Jonsson School’s EE 
Day. Free play & three tournaments are planned – 2 Metal Fights around 9:45 am & 12:30 pm, plus 1 Burst competition 
around 11:00 am. [Start times are +/- 15 minutes and sign-up is at the Beyblade site - ECSW 1.315].  
* Participants Bring your own Burst Bey *Metal Fights will be provided.  
 

(Mission specialist Don McMonagle 
prepares to release three Gravitrons 

connected to a wiffle ball.) 
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